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The cultural heritage at Vie archipelago of Svalbard represents
400 years of European and North American exploitation of na
ture. The historic remains from this period are mostly wooden
structures spread all over the archipelago Due to the climate
conditions fungal decay in cultural heritage has previously been
regarded as a non existing problem at Svalbard. However re
search dur ng 2002—2009 has shown that this is not the case

During the summer of 2009 we investigated types of damages
caused by fungal decay in sorhe 20 historic buildings and struc
tures mainly on the west coast of Spitsbergen. More than 100
samples of decayed wood.were collected.
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Results
• The temperatures of Vie microclimate were strongly correlated

to the sun exposure
• The relative humidity may be very high during the summer
• There were an extensive occurrence of wood decaying fungi

in the majority of the structures that were exposed for mois
ture
The most common wood-decaying fungi is a brown rot fungi
but we also found soft-rot fungi
The most extensive damages were found in Vie floor construc
tions and atthe lover parts of extemal walls

• The 2. most extensive damages occurs nearby leakages
ttirough roofs and in areas exposed to periods of extra high
relative humidity like crawlspaces.
Wood in close contact with the permafrost are only rarely de
cayed by rot fungi

Conclusions
Every build ng has an individual pattem of appearance and
distribution of damages However there are some characteris
tic features.

Most damages have been developed ttirough several years
and through a combination of wet soil against Vie construc
Von and lack of maintenance.

- Local building traditions seems to make favourable condi
tions for the growth of wood-decaying fungi

• The growth of the fungi is almost as fast as in the temperate
climate in the southem part of Norway

- Permafrost slows Vie decaying processes down
The dry cl mate and Vie rough conditions on Vie surface of
the structures work against the growth of microorganisms.
Even so lack of maintenance leads to a greate risk for dam
ages
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